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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6] Bore1 investigated the growth of real-valued solutions of nth-order 
algebraic differential equations having polynomial coefficients (i.e., equations 
of the form, 
qx, y, 4” ,..., ,q = 0, (1) 
where Q is a polynomial iny, y’,..., ~‘(~1, whose coefficients are polynomials in x). 
For first-order equations, he showed that any real-valued solution y(x) on an 
interval (x,, , + cc) satisfies the inequality 1 y(x)1 < exp(exp X) for all sufficiently 
large X. (This result was later improved by Hardy [lo], who showed that a real- 
valued solution on (x,, , + cc) is either O(xA) for some constant X as s --t + co, 
or of the form + exp(axb(1 + E(X))), w h ere a and b are constants, and C(X) - 0 
as x -+ + XI.) For Eqs. (1) of order n > 1, Bore1 indicated a line of reasoning 
which would show that positive, increasing solutions on an interval (.Q , +CO) 
are majorized by exp,,, x for all sufficiently large x (where exp, x is the kth 
iterate of the exponential function). However, several authors, including Hardy 
[lo], Fowler [9], and Vijayaraghavan [17], pointed out that Borel’s proof in the 
higher-order case was indomplete, and, in fact, the author [I, Theorem 4, p. 531, 
using ideas developed by Basu et al. and Vijayaraghavan [4], constructed a 
counterexample in the case of third-order equations. For arbitrary second-order 
equations (l), it is not known whether positive, increasing solutions can have 
arbitrarily rapid growth as x -+ + GO. (Vijayaraghavan et al. [4, 171 constructed 
real-valued solutions of second-order equations which are of arbitrarily rapid 
growth on (0, $ co), but none of these solutions are increasing.) We remark 
also that Fowler [9] considered the special type of equation, y” = R(x, ~)/Q(x, y), 
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where R and Q are polynomials, and his results show that any real-valued 
solution on (x0 , +co) for this special class is majorized by a function of the 
form exp .x~ for all sufficiently large x. However, even though the question of 
growth for positive, increasing solutions of general second-order equations (1) 
remains open, there are two general results of the author concerning these 
equations which shed some light on the question. These results concern solutions 
y(x) which are (i) positive and increasing on an interval (x,, , +co), and satisfy 
the condition (ii) y(x)/x” -+ + cc for all 01 > 0, as x -+ + cc. In [ 1; Theorem 5, 
p: 561, it was shown that if in addition to (i) and (ii), the solution y(x) also 
satisfies the condition (iii) log j(. ) 7 v  is a convex function of log x, then for some 
constant h, either y(x) = O(exp x”) as x + foe, or the function o = xy’/y 
satisfies a’/~ = O(xA) as x + +co outside a possible exceptional set of finite 
measure. (It is not known whether the possible exceptional set can be removed, 
but if it can, this would confirm Borel’s conjecture for solutions satisfying (i), 
(ii), and (iii).) The second result [2, Sect. 13, pp. 2062101, states that there is a 
constant A (which can be calculated directly from the equation), such that any 
solution which satisfies (i), (“) u , and the condition (iv) x-Ay’/y --+ + co as x - + co, 
then also satisfies y(x) = O(exp,xA) for some constant )\, as x -+ + co. 
In the present paper, we consider special classes of second-order equations, 
and we obtain not only growth estimates for certain types of solutions, but also 
asymptotic representations for the solutions. In addition, the coefficients of 
Eqs. (1) we consider are allowed to be of a more general type than polynomials. 
More specifically, the coefficients are permitted to belong to a certain type of field 
of meromorphic functions which was investigated by Strodt [14], and which we 
call a logarithmic field of rank p. This is a field of functions, each defined and 
analytic in a sector of the form j arg x / < 0, / .‘c 1 >, K (for fixed 8 in (0, ~1 and 
some K > 0), which contains all logarithmic monomials of rank < p (i.e., all 
functions of the form 
M(x) = cx”“(log @‘(log log X)b? ..* (log, x)01”, 
for complex c f- 0 and real mj), and which has the property that for every 
elementfin the field except zero, there is a logarithmic monomial M of rank <p 
such thatf/M - 1 as x + co in / arg x 1 < 8. The set of all rational combinations 
of logarithmic monomials of rank <p is the simplest example of a logarithmic 
field of rank p. (Since any such field (e.g., for p = 0) contains the field of 
rational functions, our results include, as a very special case, the case of poly- 
nomial coefficients.) A much more extensive logarithmic field of rank p (see [14, 
Sect. 71.3, p. 2471) consists of all functions which have a representation of the 
form uG(u, ,..., us), where s is a positive integer, G is analytic at (0, O,..., 0), and 
~1, ur ,..., II, are logarithmic monomials of rank <p, with uj --f 0 as x + co 
in 1 arg x / < 0 fori = l,..., s. (We remark here that these fields clearly contain 
all functions of the form x”g(2c-a), where CY and /3 are rational numbers with 
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p > 0, and g is analytic at zero. These functions were permitted as coefficients 
of the polynomials (in y), R(x, y) and Q(x, y), in some of Fowler’s investigations 
[9] of the equation, y” = li(x, y)/Q(x, y).) 
Our first theorem (Sect. 3 below) concerns second-order equations (I) where 
the terms of maximum total degree in the indeterminates y, y’, y” do not involve 
y”, and have coefficients belonging to a logarithmic field of rank p. The other 
terms can involve y”, and the only requirement on their coefficients is that each 
such coefficientf(x) be a function defined on an interval (x,, , fco) and satisfy 
f(x) = O(X~) for some constant h as x -+ +co. In this case, we show that any 
solution satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), listed earlier, is of the form 
exp .I Wx)(l + 44) d x, where M(x) is a logarithmic monomial of rank ,<p, 
and e(x) is a function which tends to zero as x -+ + CD. (We remark that the 
logarithmic monomials M(x) which can occur in such a representation for a 
solution can be found in advance by using either of the Newton polygon 
algorithms in [14, Sect. 28, p. 2361 or [16, Sect. 2.85, p. 281. (See the “Remark” 
in Sect. 7.) We also point out that the class of equations treated in this theorem 
contains, as a very special case, the important class of equations of the form 
y” = g(x, Y, Y’), w h ere g is a polynomial in x, y, and y’, whose degree in y  and y’ 
is greater than 1.) 
Our second result concerns second-order equations (l), where the only terms 
which involve y” are terms of maximum degree in the indeterminates y, y’, y”. 
The coefficients of terms of maximum degree are assumed to lie in a logarithmic 
field of rank p, while the coefficients of the other terms need only be functions 
on (x,, , + co) which are O(xA) for some constant h, as x -+ + 00. In this case, 
if the equation satisfies a certain technical condition (which can be easily checked 
using either of the algorithms in [14] or [16j), th en any solution y(x) satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) listed earlier, is either O(exp x”) for some constant a 
as x --+ + cc, or is of the form exp s w(x) dx, where w(x) is a function of the form 
exp J WW + 44) dx, f  or some logarithmic monomial M of rank <p, and 
some function e(x) = o( 1) as x + + co. (Again, the possible monomials M can be 
found in advance.) We point out that the technical condition needed is satisfied 
in many cases, and, in particular, is automatically satisfied if the terms of 
maximum degree in the indeterminates y, y’, y” have degree at most 1 in y” 
alone. (Of course, their degree in y, y’, y” can be arbitrary. See Section 9 for 
a more complete discussion and examples.) We emphasize that no growth 
condition on the derivative of the solution is imposed here. 
The essential tool which permits us to obtain these representations is an 
extension [3] of the previously discussed theorem of Hardy [lo]. (We remark that 
the statement of this extension which appears in [3] assumes that all coefficients 
of the first-order equation Q(x, y, y’) = 0 belong to a logarithmic field of rank p. 
However, it is easy to see that the proof given in [3] requires only that the 
coefficients of terms of maximum degree in y, y’ belong to such a field, while 
the other coefficients can be any functions defined on (x0 , + CO) which are O(xA) 
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for some constant h as x + +a~. For the reader’s convenience, this result is 
stated in Section 4 below.) This extension of Hardy’s theorem also permits us to 
extend the result in [2] for solutions satisfying (i), (ii), and (iv), listed earlier, 
where A is a constant which can be calculated directly from the equation. When 
the coefficients belong to a logarithmic field of rank p, the conclusion is that the 
solution is either O(exp x5) for some constant a as x + + to, or of the form 
exp s W(X) dx, where W(X) is a function of the form exp s M(x)(l + C(X)) d.v 
for some logarithmic monomial M of rank <p, and some function C(X) = o( 1) 
as x --f +oo. For completeness, this extension is stated in Section 10, together 
with the minor modifications of the proof in [2] needed to demonstrate it. 
We conclude with three remarks. For a survey of the classical results on the 
growth of real-valued solutions of algebraic differential equations, we refer the 
reader to Chapter 5 of Bellman’s book [5]. S econd, for the reader who is interested 
in the question of growth of real solutions of algebraic difference equations, 
algebraic functional equations, and algebraic differential-difference equations, 
we refer the reader to the papers of Cooke [7,8], Lancaster [ 111, and Shah [ 12,131. 
Finally, the author wishes to acknowledge valuable conversations with his 
colleague, R. Kaufman. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 0 be a real number, 0 < 0 < V, and for each Y 3 0, let D(Y) denote the 
set of all complex numbers 3c in the sector 1 arg x 1 < 0 satisfying 1 x 1 2 Y. The 
set of all D(Y) for Y > 0 is denoted N(B), and is clearly a filter base which con- 
verges to co. Let p be a nonnegative integer. A logarithmic field of rank p over 
N(B) is a set L of functions, each meromorphic in an element of N(B), with the 
following properties: (a) L is a field (where, as usual, we identify two elements of 
L if they agree on an element of N(B)), (b) L contains all logarithmic monomials 
of rank <p (i.e., all functions of the form (2) for real oli and complex c # 0), and 
(c) for every element f  in L except zero, there exists a logarithmic monomial M 
of rank <p such thatf/M+ 1 as x--t 00 in 1 arg x 1 < 0. 
3 
We now state our first result. The proof will be completed in Section 7. 
THEOREM 1. Let p and m be integers with p > 0 and m > 0, and let 0 satisfy 
0 -c 8 < T. Let 
e, y, Y’) = f  h(x) r”-j(Y’>j (3) 
j=O 
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be a polynomial in y, y’, each of whose terms has total degree m in y, y’, and where 
the coeficients fj(x) belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over N(8), and are not all 
identically zero. Let 
Q(X, J’, J”, f) = x gijdx) Y”(Y’Y(Y”)” 
i+jtk<m 
(4) 
be a polynomial in y, y’, y”, each of whose terms is of total degree less than m in 
y, y’, y”, and whose coe&Gnts gijk(x) are complex-valued functions, defined on an 
interval (x,, , + oo), and satisfy the condition 
gjjk(x) = 0(x=) (5) 
for some constant a, as x + + GO. Let y(x) be a solution on (x,, , + co) of the algebraic 
differential equation 
qx, y, y’) - Q(x, y, y’, y”) = 0 (6) 
having a continuous second derivative, and satisfying the conditions (i) y(x) is 
positive and increasing on (x0 , + co), (ii) y(x)/x” - + co for all 01 3 0 as x - + co, 
and (iii) log y(x) is a convex function of log x. Then, there exists a logarithmic 
monomial M(x) of rank <p such that y(x) is of the form exp s &2(x)( 1 + E(X)) dx, 
where C(X) is a function which tends to zero as x - + co. 
4 
The following extension of Hardy’s theorem [lo] was proved in [3, pp. 
285-2891. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a nonnegative integer, and let 19 satisfy 0 < 9 ,( *. Let 
Q(x, y, y’) = x h,,(x) yi( y’)j be a polynomial in y, y’, whose coeficients are not all 
identically zero and satisfy the following conditions. If  d = max{i + j: hij + 0}, let 
the set of functions {hij(x): i + j = d) b e contained in a logarithmic field of rank p 
over N(0). For i + j < d, let hij(x) b e a complex-valued function on an interval 
(x,, , +a) such that hij(x) = O(xa) f  or some constant a as x 4 + co. Let y(x) 
be a real-valued function having a continuous first derivative on (x,, , + a). Then 
if y(x) is a solution of the equation Q(x, y, y’) = 0 on (x0 , + co), either y(x) = 0(x*) 
for some constant h as x -+ + CQ, or the function y(x) or its negative is of the form 
exp J M(x)( 1 + C(X)) d. x, where A4 is a logarithmic monomial of rank <p, and 
e(x) is a function which tends to zero as x 4 + CD. 
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5. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
(A) Let Y(x, w) = XI=,, Fj(x)wi be an algebraic polynomial whose coefficients 
F,(x) belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over N(B), and assume r 3 1 and 
F,. E+ 0. From the factorization theorem of Strodt [14, Sect. 621, it follows that 
there exists a logarithmic field of rank p over N(0) in which Y(x, w) factors 
completely. Hence there exist distinct functions B,(x),..., B,(X), each defined and 
analytic in some sector 1 arg x 1 < 8, / x ( 3 K, , such that the following hold: 
(I) I f  Bj & 0, there exists a logarithmic monomial Mi of rank <p such 
that 
B,(x)/M,(m) - 1 as .r -+ co in j arg s ( < 0; (7) 
(II) There exist positive integers rr ,..., r,suchthatr,+...+r,=rand 
y(x, w) = F,(x)(w - B,(x))” ... (w - B,(x))‘q, (8) 
for all functions w = w(x) on [K,, , +a); 
(III) There exists a positive constant b such that if i # j, then xb(Bi(x) - 
Bj(x)) - cc as x - cc in 1 arg x 1 < 0. (Properties (I) and (III) follow from 
Condition (c) for a logarithmic field of rank p over N(B).) From Property (III), 
there exists Kr > 0 such that 
1 .tbB@) - xbBj(r)\ > 2 on / arg x 1 < 8, 1 x 1 > Kl if i f  j. (9) 
The logarithmic monomials Mj in Property (I) are called the critical monomials 
(or points 0finstabiZity) of !?( X, w), and they can be found in advance by applying 
to Y the algorithms in either [14, Sect. 281 or [16, Sect. 851. 
(B) For the logarithmic monomial M given in (2), we will say that M is unit 
if c := 1; M is real if c is real; M is positive if c is positive. We will use the 
notation S,(M) to denote the exponent czj . 
6 
LEMMA 2. Let Y(x, w) be an algebraic polynomial of degree r having coeficients 
in a logarithmic field of rank p over N(8). Let w(x) be a real-valued function on an 
interval (x0 , + CO), and assume that there is a sequence (5,) of real numbers tending 
to + CO such that for every 01 >, 0, Y((, , ~(5~)) = o(&*) as n - CQ. Then Y > 1 
and there exist a function B(x) belonging to a logarithmic field of rank p over N(0) 
and a subsequence {l,,) of (5,) such that for every 01 >, 0, 
w(L,) - W,,) = oG,“) as k -, ~0. (10) 
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The function B(x) satis$es the relation Y(x, B(x)) E 0, and if B(x) + 0, then there 
exists a real critical monomial M of Y(x, w) such that 
B(x) = M(x)(l + E(x)), where E(x) + 0 as x + co in 1 arg x 1 < 0. (11) 
Proof. Let Y(x, w) = c;,F&uj, and suppose Y has the factorization 
given in (8), where the Bj satisfy (7) and (9). With b as in (9), set u, = cnbw(&J. 
Then, since F,(X) belongs to a logarithmic field, and is not the zero element, it 
follows (using condition (c) for a logarithmic field) that r > 1 and for all 01 3 0, 
(24, - {,bB,((,))‘l ... (un - ~,bB,(&J)‘O = O((ia) as n + co. (12) 
If  a, denotes the left side of (12), then for some n, , j a, j < (l/2)’ for n > no . 
Hence for each n > n, , it is clearly impossible for 1 u, - [,bBi(&J to exceed l/2 
for eachj = l,..., 4. Thus there is an index t, 1 < t < q, such that the inequality 
I 4 - cPBA<,,)l < l/2 holds for infinitely many n, say n1 < n2 < ‘.‘. In view 
of (9), if K is sufficiently large, then for n = nl, and all j # t, we must have 
( u, - [,bBj([,)j 3 1. It now follows from (12) that for all (Y >, 0, 
U nk - L’“,,&(L,) = oVi;;ka) as k - m,  (13) 
and (10) follows immediately. I f  B, + 0, then (11) holds with M = Mt from (7). 
Since w([,J is real, a consideration of the imaginary part of the left side of (10) 
shows that M must be real. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We assume that y(x) is a solution of Eq. (6) satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iii) of Theorem 1. Set Y(x, w) = x7=, f&)wi, where the fj are as in (3). Then by 
dividing Eq. (6) by y”” (and using (4)), we can write Eq. (6) in the form 
w, Y’(“)/?‘(X)) = @i(x), (14) 
where @ = x:i+j+k<m hija , and where 
hijs = gij,( y’/jl)j( yZ/y)kyi+j+R-n2 for i+j+k <m. (15) 
Now set V(X) = ~y’/y. From (i) and (iii) of the hypothesis, 4(t) = logy(et) is 
increasing and convex for t > log I x0 I, so 4’(t) > 0 and q%“(t) > 0. It easily 
follows that 
V>O and v’ > 0 on (x0, +co). (16) 
Clearly we must have 
v~+cc as x--t+% (17) 
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or otherwise we would have a contradiction of hypothesis (ii). From C”(t) 3 0, 
we obtain 
y”(x) 3 x-zy(.4(qq - v(x)) for .1c > sa , (18) 
and hence in view of (17), it follows that 
y’ > 0 and y” > 0 for all sufficiently large X. (19) 
We now prove that for any or > 0, there exists an .ri = xi(~) such that 
1” < yl+E1 on (x1, +m). (20) 
Choose a fixed number E, with 0 < E < or, and 
l <(m-(i+j+K))/(j+2K), if gijk&O and j+2k>O. (21) 
To prove (20), it obviously suffices to prove that y’ < yltC holds on an interval 
(x1 , +cQ). We assume the contrary, and set II, = ~‘/yl+~. Since the integral 
J.$ (y’I_vlTc) d-v converges, clearly #(x) < 1, except on a set in (x0, +co) of 
finite measure, so by our assumption, the set where $(x) < 1 certainly contains 
a union of nonempty disjoint open intervals (a, , b,), where {b,} - fco. Since 
#(a,) = 1 and $(b,) = 1, it follows from Rolle’s theorem.that there exists s, in 
(a,, b,) such that $‘(s,) = 0. Now yy”/(y’)” is continuous (see (19)) and is 
equal to 1 T E at s, . For each n, let t, denote the infimum of all s, in (a,, 6,) 
at which yy”/(y’)* = 1 + E, so that at t, , 
yy”/(y’)” = 1 + E. (22) 
Clearly t, belongs to [a, , b,), and we assert that, 
YY”l(Y’Y < 1 + E on [a, , GJ- (23) 
I f  (23) is false, then at some A, in [an , t,J, we would have #‘(A,) > 0. Since 
#‘(t,J = 0, we would have a, ,( A, < t, . But from the definition oft, , it follows 
that $’ is nowhere zero on (a, , t,,). Hence t,!~’ > 0 on (a, , tJ, and thus #’ > 0 on 
[a” > t,]. Hence, $(a,) < #(t,J < 1 contradicting #(a,) = 1. Thus (23) holds. 
Now let D denote the union of all the intervals [an, t,,]. From (19) and (23) 
it follows that the functions hiil, defined in (15) for i + j + k < m, satisfy 
1 hijk 1 < 1 g,jk 1 (1 + •)“(~‘/s)j+z~y:yi+j+b-“l on D. (24) 
I f  j + 2R = 0, then in view of (5) and (ii) of the hypothesis, it follows that 
hije = 0(x-“) as N + + co in D for each 01 > 0. If  j + 2k > 0, then the right- 
hand side of (24) can be written ( gfik 1 (1 + E)k(3,‘/y1+s)j+*~y(i+j+k-m)l?, where 
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(by (21)) 6 > E if gijk + 0. Since y’ < yl+( on D, it again follows from (5) and 
(ii) of the hypothesis that hfjk = 0(x-“) as x -+ + 00 in D for each a: 3 0. Hence 
the function Q(x) in (14) satisfies 
Q(x) = 0(x-“) as x ---f +co in D for each 01 3 0. (25) 
Since {fn> is a sequence in D which tends to + 00, it follows from (14), (25) and 
Lemma 2 that there is a subsequence of {tn} (which we will denote again by 
{tn}) such that for all QI > 0, 
y’(tn)/y(tn) - B(t,) = o(t;‘) as n + co, (26) 
where if B(x) + 0, then (11) holds for some real critical monomial M of Y(r, ~1). 
We observe that in view of (17), B(x) + 0. S ince Y(x, w) has only finitely many 
critical monomials, we can obviously choose a constant c > 0 sufficiently 
large that N = xc is not a critical monomial of Y, and M/N -+ 0 as .v 4 + CD. 
Then from (11) and (26) clearly y’(l,J/(y(&) N(t,)) ---f 0 as n 4 co, so for 
some n, , 
for n > n,. (27) 
Now at u, , we have y’/>r = y’, and hence in view of (ii) of the hypothesis, 
~‘(a~)/( ~(a,) N(a,J) + + CD as n + co. Thus for some rzl > n, , we have 
for n >, n, . (28) 
It now follows from (27) and (28) that for each n > n, , there is a point fin in 
(a n , t,) such that 
Y’GLYY(Bn) = Wn)- (29) 
Since {pn} is a sequence in D tending to +oo, we see from (14), (23, and (29) 
that !P& , N&J) = o(E) as ti ---f co for each 01 > 0. But since Y(x, N(x)) 
belongs to the same logarithmic field as the coefficients of Y(x, w), it now follows 
from condition (c) for a logarithmic field that we must have Y(x, N(x)) = 0. 
However, this means N is a critical monomial of Y which contradicts our choice 
of N. This contradiction establishes (20). 
Let E > 0 satisfy (21), and set 
A = {x : s > x0 and 0 <y”(x) <y(x)“‘). (30) 
Now xy’ = yr~, so in view of (17) and (ii) of the hypothesis, it follows that 
y’ - $-co as x + 103. Let 6, > 0 be such that (1 + 6,)* = I + E. In view 
of (19) and the convergence of the integral sz’,” (~“/(y’)l+~l) dx (for some con- 
venient point xp > x,), it follows that the inequality y” < (y’)l+*l holds except 
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on a set in (x0, +co) of finite measure. Together with (20) (for or = 6,), it 
follows that (x,, , + co) - A is of finite measure. Set 
u > measure of (x0 , + co) - A, o<+co. (31) 
Now for i + j + k < m, and j + K > 0, we can write (15) in the form 
&, = g,jli(3"/\'l+s)j(?,~/~1+s)sy'i+j+"-""i", (32) 
where 6 > E if giik + 0. Hence, in view of (20) (for or = E), (5), and (ii) of the 
hypothesis, it follows that for some xa , 
I @b->I G YW r/a ifs > x., and x belongs to A. _ (33) 
Let Y(x, w) in (14) have the factorization (8) (where, of course, r is the degree 
of Y, and F, efr), and where the roots Bj satisfy (7) and (9). Since b in (9) can 
be taken as large as desired, we can assume 
631 and b + s&"j) > O, (34) 
for all the ikl, in (7) (where 6, is as in Sect. 5(B)). Setting U(X) = x~(Y’(x)/~(x)), 
it follows as in Lemma 2, from (14), (33), (ii) of the hypothesis, and (9), that if x is 
sufficiently large, say x > x3 , and x belongs to A, then there is a unique index 
t = t(x), 1 < t < Q, such that 
/ U(X) - “bB,(X)/ < y(x)-114. (35) 
Since U(X) is real-valued and tends to + co as x - + cc (from (17) and (34)) 
clearly B, + 0, and if x3 is taken sufficiently large, the monomial Mt in (7) must 
be positive. For each positive 112; in (7), we may write 
Mj = CjNj and Bj = 1cfj(l + Ej), (36) 
where cj > 0, N, is a unit monomial, and E, - 0 as x - co in 1 arg x 1 < 8. For 
x satisfying (35), let 6(x) denote the finite sequence, (S,(Mi), S,(M,),..., S,(MJ, ct). 
We now assert that with u as in (31), f  i s is a sufficiently large element of A, 
then for any element z in A with 0 < z - .Y < 20, we have S(X) < S(Z) in the 
lexicographic order on sequences. 
To prove this, let x and z be elements of A with 0 < z - x < 20, and let x 
correspond to index t in (35) while .a corresponds to index K in (35). Since u is 
increasing (by (16) and (34)) U(X) < U(Z). Hence, 
c$N,(.v)(l - 1 E&)1) < cl,zbN,(z)(l + I E&)1) + +, z), (37) 
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where / E(X, x)[ < 2y(x)-lj4. Now from (34), {*Ark(c) is increasing, so z*N,(z) < 
(X + 2o)*N,(x + 20). It is easy to verify that 
(1 + VbNk(5 + 24 = 5*~,(5)(1 + Fk(C)), (38) 
where Fk(JJ + 0 as 5 + + co. Using these facts, it now follows from (37) that 
where G,,(& , 5,) -+ 1 as {i and [a tend to + 00 through elements of A. Now for 
all the monomials Ni in (36), choose a number x4 so that if N,(J)/iV,({) + cc as 
{-+ co in 1 arg 5 1 < 0, then cilvi(<)/cJVj([) > 2 on [x4 , +a). Clearly we can 
find x5 > x4 so that Gt,(t;, , 5,) < 2 for elements [i and 5s of A lying in [x5, + co). 
Hence from (39), we see that N,([)/N,({) cannot approach 00 as 5 -+ 00 in 
j arg 5 ) < 8, if x > x5 . Since Nt and Nk are unit monomials, either N,/lv, - 0 
as [ -+ co in 1 arg 5 j < 0 or Nt = Nk . In the first case, the sequence {6j(N,)},sj,, 
is lexicographically smaller than {Sj(N&}i<j<, (see [15, Sect. 41]), so S(X) < 6(z). 
I f  Art = Nk , it follows as above from (39) that ct < ck , so 6(x) < 6(z). Hence 
our assertion is proved for all sufficiently large elements of A. 
Now suppose x is a sufficiently large element of -4, and z is an element of A 
with z - x > 2u, say x + /kr < z < .v + (/3 + l)u, for some integer fi > 2. 
From the definition of u in (31) clearly each of the intervals (X + nu, 
x + (n + l)u] for n = 0, l,..., j? - 1, contains a point z, in -4. From the 
previous assertion, S(X) < a(~,,), 6(z,) < S(z,+,) for 12 = 0, l,..., /3 - 2, and 
6(z,-,) < S(z), since the respective points are within 2u of each other. Thus 
8(x) < 6(z) if x is a sufficiently large element of -4 and z is an element of A with 
z >, X. But since Y(x, w) has only finitely many critical monomials, there are 
only finitely many distinct sequences in the range of the function 6(x). Hence it 
follows that there is an element xs in -4 such that 
S(x) = 8(X6) if x >, “cs and .X belongs to A. w 
We are now ready to conclude the proof. Let t be the index in (35) corre- 
sponding to x8 , and let Mt satisfy (36) forj = t. Now let x be any real number 
satisfying x > xg + 2~. By definition of u in (31), there exist elements zi and za 
in rZ such that 
x - 20 sg z1 ,( x < 2, < .x + 2u. (41) 
Then from (40) 6(z,) = 6(z,) = 6(x,). H ence if j and K are the indices in (35) 
corresponding to zi and z, respectively, then the monomials Mj and Mk in (36) 
must both be Mt (although conceivably, Bj may be distinct from Bk). Thus from 
(35) and (36), 
1 u(z.~) - z~~M,(z~)( 1 + G<(zi))( < ,Y(z~)-~‘~, for i=l,2, (42) 
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where G, = Ej and Ga = EI, both tend to zero at infinity. Since u is increasing, 
it follows from (41) and (42) that 
where ) l r(zJl < Y(z,)-~!~. But {bMt({) is increasing (in light of (34)), so 
z,bM,(z,) < (x + 2~)~M~(x + 2~). In view of (38), we now easily see from (43) 
that 
u(+bMt(x) < 4(x, z,), (44 
where (noting that lb&Z,(<) --P +cc as 5 -+ +co) the function H,({, , 5,) 4 1 as 
{r --f + co and 5, -+ + co through elements of A. A similar argument using zi 
instead of z2 (and (38) for 5 = x - 20) shows that u(x)/xW,(x) > iYz(x, zr), 
where Ha({, , {a) --+ 1 as & --f + co and l2 - + co through elements of A. This 
fact, together with (44), h s ows that the function E(X) = (u(x)/x~M&)) - 1 tends 
to zero as x + $-co. Since u(x) = xby’(x)/y(x), we thus have y/(x)/y(x) = 
Mt(x)(l + E(E)), from which the conclusion of Theorem 1 now follows easily, 
with M = Mt . 
Remark. In the proof, we saw that the logarithmic monomial M appearing in 
the representation for the solution is a critical monomial of Y(x, w). As mentioned 
in Section 5(A), the set of all critical monomials of Y(x, w) can be found in 
advance using the algorithms cited there. 
8A. PRELIhlINARIES FOR THEOREM 2 
Let p and m be integers with p > 0 and m > 0, and let 6 satisfy 0 < 0 < 7~. 
Let 
R(x, J’v y’> j’“) = 1 fijk(Jc) y”(Y’)j(J’“)” (45) 
i+j+k=m 
be a polynomial in y, y’, y”, each of whose terms has total degree m in y, y’, y”, 
and where the coefficients f&x) belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over 
N(B), and are not all identically zero. Let I be the set of all (&j, k) withfijk + 0. 
Set d = {j + 2k: for some i, (i, j, k) belongs to I}, say A consists of 
41 < 42 < ... < qA , where A > 1. For 1 < 0 < h, let J0 be the subset of I 
consisting of those (i, j, k) such that j + 2k = q. . Let do denote the maximum 
of all &,(f& where (i, j, k) belongs to Jo. (Here, of course, for a function 
f  + 0 which belongs to a logarithmic field, we define S,,(f) = 6,(M) (see 
Sect. 5(B)), where M is the monomial such that f/M + 1 as x --f co in 
[ arg x ( < 8.) I f  h > 1, let A, be a real number such that 
A, > max{(dO - dJ/(q, - qJ: 1 < 0 < X}. (46) 
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If ;\ = 1, let A, denote any real number. For E > 0, set 
K’,(x, c) == r {fijk(S)(l + l )” : (i, j, K) belongs to J,,}, (47) 
for 1 < o < X. It is easy to see that there exists l a > 0 with the property that if 
0 < E < Eg ) then S,,(IVJx, G)) is d, for each CT, 1 < o < A. 
For a logarithmic monomial N of rank <p, set 
Y(x, w, N) = c {fijk(x)(N(x))j wk : (i, j, h) belongs to I}. (48) 
If K,, = max{K: for some (i, j), (i, j, K) belongs toI), then it is easy to see that there 
exists a unit logarithmic monomial N, of rank <p such that if N is any logarithmic 
monomial of rank < p for which N/N,, tends to co as x -+ co in 1 arg x 1 < 8, then 
Y(x, w, N) is a polynomial in w of degree K, . We will say that R(x, y, y’, y”) 
has Property (*), if there exists a unit logarithmic monomial N of rank < p, 
satisfying the following conditions: (1) N/N,, and N/& both tend to +co 
as x -+ +co; (2) If Y((x, 0, N) E 0, then for any positive critical monomial 
iVf of Y(x, w, N), the ratio M/N2 tends to a limit not exceeding 1 as x + +co; 
(3) If Y((x, 0, N) + 0, then either (a) for every positive critical monomial M of 
Y(x, w, N), the ratio M/N2 tends to a limit not exceeding 1 as x --L $-co, or (b) 
for every real critical monomial M of Y(x, w, N), the ratio M/N* tends to a limit 
(finite or infinite) which exceeds 1. 
8B 
THEOREM 2. Let p, m, and R(x, y, y’, y”) be as in Section 8A, and let R have 
Property (*). Let 
Q(x, Y, Y’) = c ‘&) YYY’Y (49) 
i+i<m 
be a polynomial in y, y’, each of whose terms is of total degree less than m, and whose 
coeficients g&x) are complex-valued functions, dejined on an interval (x,, , + 00) 
and satisfy the condition 
g,,(x) = O(Xa) for some constant a as x + +co. (50) 
Let y(x) be a solution on (x,, , + co) of the di@rential equation 
R(x, Y, Y’, Y”> - Q(x, Y, Y’) = 0, (51) 
having a continuous second derivative, and satisfying the conditions (i) y(x) is 
positive and increasing on (x0 , + co), and (ii) y(x)/~ -+ +cc for all 01 > 0 as 
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x --+ + 00. Then, either y(x) = O(exp xc) for some constant c as x -+ + co, or 
y(x) is of the form exp j w(x) d x, where w(x) is a function of the form 
exp 
s 
&1(x)(1 + c(x)) dx, 
for some logarithmic monomial M of rank < p, and some function c(x) which tends 
foOasx++co. 
Proof. We will first show that for any or > 0, there exists x1 = xr(~r) such 
that (20) holds. 
Choose E < or such that 0 < E < E,, (where E,, is as in Sect. 8A) satisfying 
E < (m - (i +j))/2j if gii f  0 and j > 0, and E + 1 < K, (52) 
for any limit K of M/N2 as x 4 +co if (3b) holds in Property (*). It suffices 
to prove y’ < yl+E on some interval (‘rr , +a~). Assume the contrary and set 
4 = y’/yl+‘. As in Theorem 1, #(x) < 1 holds on a union of disjoint open 
intervals (a, , b,), where {b,) + + 00, and using Rolle’s theorem, let t, and 5, 
denote the infimum and supremum, respectively, of all s, in (a, , b,) at which 
yy”/(y’)’ = 1 + E. Then (22) holds at t, and 5, , and in addition to (23) we 
also have 
yy”/(y’>’ > 1 + E on K, , &I. (53) 
Let @(x) = Q(x, Y, Y’>/Y”, and let D denote the union of all the intervals 
(a, , b,). Since y’ < Y*+~ on D, it easily follows from (50), our choice of E in (52), 
and (ii) of the hypothesis that 
O(x) = 0(x-“) as x --) +a, in D for each 01 >, 0. 
Now let x, denote either t, or 5, . Since (22) holds at X, , 
(54) 
(55) 
Applying Lemma 2 to {xn} = {{s, there is a subsequence {[,$ of (5,) such that 
(10) holds with w = y’/ y, and where if B(x) + 0, then (11) holds for some real 
critical monomial M of the polynomial, W(x, w) = ~~=, W,(x, ,)w*e. Now 
applying Lemma 2 again to (55), where we choose the sequence (xkj to be 
{tn,}, we see that there is a subsequence of {tn,) (which we again denote by {tn,>) 
such that for all 01 3 0, 
Y’(tnJlY(t,) - WnJ = OK:) as k-+cq (56) 
where if B, + 0, then B,/M,, -+ 1 as x + + CO, for some real critical monomial 
M,, of JV(x, w). Now the algorithm in [14, Sect. 281 or [16, Sect. 2.851, shows that 
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with A, as defined in (46), 6, of any critical monomial of W(x, w) is smaller than 
A, . Hence the ratios B(X)/.& and B,(x)/x~~ both tend to 0 as x --+ +a~. (If 
either B(x) or B,(x) is identically zero, this is trivially true.) Since in Property (*), 
.+l/N(x) - 0, it follows easily from (10) and (56) that for all sufficiently large k, 
and Y’LL,)iYG,) -==I W,,). (57) 
But at ank and bnk , we have y’/y = y’. SinceyC/N tends to +cc as x + fee by 
(ii) of the hypothesis, clearly for all sufficiently large k, y’(a,Jy(a,J > N(an.J 
and y’(b,Jy(b,J > N(b,J. Since an, < t,,. < 5,, < bnk , it now follows, in 
view of (57), that there are points B,,, in (ank , tnk) and C& in ([,, , bnk) at which 
y’/y = N. Hence, if z,,~ denotes either & or &,, , 
where Y(x, w, N) is defined in Section 8(A). We note that since both {B,,} and 
{&,} are sequences in D which tend to + co, we have by (54) that @(an,) = o&f) 
as k + co for each 01 > 0. Now one of the three possibilities (2), (3a), or (3b) 
in Section 8A must hold by definition of Property (*). I f  (2) holds, we apply 
Lemma 2 to (58) with {an,} = {&,}. Th en f  or some subsequence of {rjn,} (which 
we denote again by {c$,,}), we have 
for each 01 > 0, where if V + 0, then V/M* + 1 as x + + 03, for some real 
critical monomial M* of y/(x, w, W But from (53), Y”WJY(~~,) > 
(1 + c) N(&,)*. From (59), we then deduce that V(X) + 0, that the critical 
monomial n/l* of Y(x, w, N) must be positive, and that for some pi > 0, 
M*(c$,JN(~~,)* 3 1 + pi for all sufficiently large k. This contradicts condition 
(2) for Property (*). Suppose now (3a) holds in Property (*). We proceed 
exactly as above to obtain (59), and the same contradiction of Property (*) as 
above. Finally, suppose condition (3b) in Property (*) holds. We apply Lemma 2 
to (58) with {zmk} = {/In,}. Then for some subsequence of {&,} (which we denote 
again by {pn,}), we have 
for each 01 > 0, where if U $0, then U/M, -+ 1 as x + fco, for some real 
critical monomial M, of Y(x, w, N). Since U is a root of Y(x, w, N), and since 
Y(x, 0, N) & 0, clearly U $ 0. Thus by (3b) of Property (*), clearly 
WWW* - K as x --f +co, where 1 < K < fco. Hence from (60), 
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JJ~@~,)/(~(~~,) N(fin,)2) -+ K as K + co. Since y’/y = N at Pn,, it follovis from 
(23) that K < 1 + E. This contradicts the second condition in (52) for E. This 
contradiction fully establishes that y’ < 3 J+~ for all sufficiently large 3. From 
this fact, and our choice of E in (52) we see that w = y’/y satisfies the first-order 
equation 
(61) 
where Q(X) = 0(x-“) as x 4 + 00 for each c1 > 0. The left side of Eq. (61) must 
be of positive total degree in w, w’, and we may now apply the extension of 
Hardy’s theorem in Lemma 1 to the solution w of (61). The resulting conclusions 
for w easily yield the desired conclusions for y. 
9. REMARKS 
(1) The monomials M appearing in the representation for a solution J 
which is not O(exp XC) for any c as x + + co, can be found in advance. (See 
[3, Sect. 7, p. 2891.) 
(2) Property (*) can be verified using either algorithm cited in Section 5(A). 
It is satisfied in many cases, and, in particular, is satisfied when the terms in 
R have degree at most 1 in y”. (Of course, m can be arbitrary.) In this case, 
Y(x, w, N) is of degree in w at most 1 for any unit monomial N. If  this degree is 
zero, or if the degree is 1 and Y(x, 0, N) = 0, then Property (*) is satisfied 
vacuously. I f  the degree is 1 and Y(x, 0, N) + 0, then Y has a unique critical 
monomial M. If  M is not positive, (3a) holds vacuously. I f  M is positive, and if 
KisthelimitofM/N2as.r~+~,thenO,(K~+~.IfK~1,then(3a) 
holds, while if K > 1, (3b) holds. 
Of course, there are examples where Property (*) does not hold. For example, 
consider R(x, y, y’, y”) = Q(x, y, y’), where 
R@, y, y’, y”) E u’( y”)’ - )“(V” - ( ?,‘)3?f” + ( y’)“, (62) 
and where Q(x, y,y’) is as in (49) with m = 4. (Note that y  = es satisfies 
R(x, y, y’, y”) = 0.) Since the coefficients of R are constant, J, in (46) can be 
taken to be any positive number. (Here, X = 3.) Thus, a unit monomial N for 
which Property (*) holds would satisfy h’ - + X, as x + + ‘~0 by Condition (1). 
It is easy to verify that Y(x, w, N) = (w - N3)(w - N), so Mi = N3 and 
hf2 = iV are positive critical monomials of Y. Since the limits as s ---t -+ m of 
MJW and MJN* are +oo and 0, respectively, neither condition (3a) nor 
condition (3b) can hold, so R fails to satisfy Property (*). 
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In this section, we present an extension of [2, Theorem 3, pp. 207-2101, 
together with the minor modifications of the proof in [2] needed for its demon- 
stration. 
THEOREM 3. Let Q(x, y, y’, y”) be a polynomial in y, y’, y”, whose coefficients 
belong to a logarithmic field of rank p over N(B), where p is a nonnegatiwe integer 
and f3 satisjies 0 < 0 < r, and where some coeficient of 52 is not identically zero. 
Then there exists a real number A (which can be calculated directly from Sz) with 
the following property: Let y(x) be a solution on an interval (x0, + 00) of the 
equation Q(x, y, y’, y”) = 0, having a continuous second derivative, and satisfying 
the conditions (a) y(x) is positive and increasing on (x0 , + co), (b) y(x)/xa - + cc 
for each 01 3 0 as x ---f foe, and (c) for some D > A, .+‘y’/~l-+ +oo as 
s - + CO. Then either y(x) = O(exp XC) for some constant c as x -+ + 00, 07 
y(x) is of the form exp J w(x) dx, where w(x) is a function of the form 
exp 
s 
M(x)(l + C(X)) dx, 
for some logarithmic monomial M of rank < p, and some function E(X) which tends 
toOasx+ j-co. 
The number A appearing in the theorem can be taken to be the number A 
defined in [2, Sect. 13, p. 2071 provided that “degree of a coefficient fijk” is 
replaced by “iS,,(fijk)” (where, as in Theorem 2, S,(fijk) is 6,(M) where M is the 
logarithmic monomial for which fjjk/M -+l as x+cc in jarg.rI (0). The 
reason that condition (c) is needed in place of the condition in [2] that ~-~y’/y --f 
+ co as K - + co is to show that relation (62) in [2] leads to a contradiction. If  
a,(&) = -4, then it is possible in the case of a logarithmic field of rank p that 
B,/xA still may tend to co as x + 0~) in / arg x ( < f?. (In the case considered in 
[2] (i.e., p = 0), this is clearly not possible.) However, if D > A, clearly B,/x~ 
cannot tend to CC but must tend to 0 as x - co in 1 arg .v / < 8, so relation (62j 
in [2] leads to a contradiction if condition (c) holds. The only other modification 
is that for the first-order equation (i.e., Eq. (67) in [2]) satisfied by y’/y, we apply 
the extension of Hardy’s theorem given in Lemma 1 (as we did for Eq. (61) in 
Theorem 2 above). The resulting conclusions for y’/y lead easily to the desired 
conclusions for y. 
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